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Tack Hoarder Turned DIY Diva
Feeling motivated on a rainy spring afternoon at her home in Seattle, Washington, Mary Cox began organizing the quantities of tack she’d accrued after decades of competing in hunter/jumper events. Sorting through a third box of old bits, Mary resolved to declutter.
“I think we all have personal reasons for holding on to tack—whether to save money on replacing items down the road or to share with friends,”
Mary said. “Or maybe you have an emotional connection to certain pieces of tack—the bridle of a cherished horse or the spurs you wore when you
finally won that well-deserved blue ribbon.”
Mary started her interior design firm A Little Accent more than 25 years ago and serves clients around the country. She recently launched a line
of classic equestrian home décor called Horse of a Different Color. As a designer and a lifelong equestrian, Mary is always looking for unique ways
to bring horses into her home.
“Certain tack items can be relics—reminders of a wonderful time and harmony in your life with a special horse. You can recreate those cherished
memories and that essence of harmony by incorporating these pieces in your home,” Mary said.

Transform your old tack into unique and meaningful

home décor for effortless equestrian-inspired spaces.
By Alana Harrison

Stirrup Iron Soap Dish

This pairing of modern and traditional elements will bring a touch of equestrian chic to any bathroom.
Supplies:
• 2 stirrup irons
• Small piece of marble or granite
• Silicone glue
Sourcing stones: To find the ideal chunk of granite or marble for your dish, Mary recommends asking
a local stone fabricator if you can take a quick dive in their dumpster. After cutting large slabs of stone for
countertops, fabricators discard the excess—leaving a bevy of hidden gems for your project. In Mary’s experience, most fabricators are happy to oblige and might even volunteer to smooth the edges of your stone.
Even if they don’t, Mary says the roughed edges will add a unique texture and quality to your piece. Be sure
to bring one of your irons to help you find an appropriate-sized stone; its width should fit through the irons.
Create: Remove stirrup treads and clean irons. Apply silicone glue to the base of each iron and affix the
stone, spacing the irons 4 to 5 inches apart. Allow the glue to dry for 24 hours and display a fragrant bar
of your favorite soap.

Snaffle Bit Scarf Holder
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questrians are notorious for stockpiling bits, spurs, halters, bridles, stirrups, saddles and random straps of
leather we accumulate over the years by presuming we’ll use them again. Eventually, our large tack accumulations can become unmanageable and paring down becomes paramount.
But you don’t necessarily have to pitch your old gear or convert your car and home closets into ancillary tack
trunks. Several resourceful and innovative horsewomen, designers and do-it-yourselfers have harnessed their creativity
to transform old tack into unique home décor.
With its rustic charm, unconventional shapes and leather detailing, equestrian-themed statement pieces are not only
great conversation starters, they also bring a personalized quality to your living spaces—whether you want to incorporate elegant English accents or prefer the more casual vibes of Western chic.
These simple, DIY projects can repurpose items you’d normally discard and can also preserve the memory of a
beloved equine partner or experience from your horse life.

An elegant way to display scarves in a bedroom or bathroom, this project is as simple as it is unique.
Supplies:
• Snaffle bit (French loose ring, D-ring or eggbutt snaffles work best; double-jointed snaffles are easiest to
mount.)
• Hammer and nail
Create: Find a large enough area to hang the bit so the lengths and colors of your scarves will nicely
fill the visual space. Position a long nail into the hole of the bit’s joint and hammer in at an angle. Arrange
scarves in complementary or contrasting colors; you can also knot or loop them through the bit’s rings for
an interesting look.
Tip: If you have a large scarf collection, make a group of three snaffle bits hanging at varying levels.

Spur or Bit Drapery Tiebacks

Bring an equestrian touch to any room with these accents.
Supplies:
• Pair of spurs and leather spur straps, or
• Snaffle bit and braided or flat leather reins
Create: Thoroughly clean and oil supplies if necessary; remove any excess oil to prevent
staining. For spur tiebacks: With one end of the strap run through the spur’s keeper, position
the spur so it forms a U-shape. Then, buckle the strap around draperies, making sure the buckle is
centered within the spur iron. For bit tiebacks: Attach reins through bit rings and tie curtains back.
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Creating with Confidence

Naturally Simple

With her innovative spirit and enduring passion for equestrian décor, professional artist and expert DIY-er Lindsayanne Brenner of Seattle, Washington,
repurposes old tack into one-of-a-kind statement pieces.
“There is something magical about transforming utilitarian equestrian items into unique and decorative vignettes. It can leave you feeling empowered
and inspired,” Lindsayanne said. “Plus, it’s great way to care for the environment while also incorporating authentic artwork into your home.”
After learning how to repair and restore all varieties of leather and hardware as a former tack store owner, Lindsayanne created her own collection of
DIY tack-to-décor projects and launched her website and blog Hawk Hill to share her ideas.
“Start with a few basic pieces to help you identify your signature equestrian style,” she advised. “Then you can incorporate new accents throughout the seasons and from year to year by adding your own unique and festive touches.”

Heather Cammack is a mother of four who enjoys life in the rolling hills of Palouse, Washington. She combined her love of nature, design and
upcycling old materials and launched her website and blog, My Happy Simple Living, to share her one-of-a-kind, nature-infused creations.

Rustic Horse Harness Planter

The contrast of worn harness leather paired with delicate blooms makes for a beautiful, rustic display.
Supplies:
• Horse harness (If you don’t have one of these in your tack trunk, you can often find them at flea markets or antique
stores.)
• Burlap scraps or ribbon
• Hammer and nail (or bolt)
• Staple gun
• Soil
• Potted flowers or plants
Create: Cut six strips of burlap to accommodate the size of your harness. Staple two pieces to the bottom of the harness and two pieces to the front and back to create a double-layered burlap basket. Add soil and flowers. Hang harness
with a wood screw, large nail or bolt in your favorite space indoors or out.
Tip: Heather says impatiens work well if you plan to hang your planter in a shady area; with a direct sunlight, petunias are a great option. Flowing plants like sweet potato vine mixed with colorful blooms also make pretty combinations.
Or, have fun with a rustic herb garden or an assortment of succulents.
Additional option: For a more elaborate display, Heather created three harness planters and attached them to a
weathered, rustic door using wood screws. This makes for a unique, authentic piece you can display indoors or out—
and even incorporate into a rustic-themed wedding or holiday celebration using cut flowers, dry wheat grasses and mini
gourds or Christmas garland and holly.

Framed Tack Art
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Design Online
Check out our experts’ online sites for more inspiration.
Mary Cox: equestrian-interiors.com
Lindsayanne Brenner: hawk-hill.com
Heather Cammack: myhappsimpleliving.com

More Inspirations
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“There is

These subtle equine accents add elegance to any room while preserving the memory of a special horse. All sizes
and shapes of bits make for interesting displays—from loose ring and full-cheek snaffles to English or Western
pelhams. A beloved horse’s shoe—replete with pits and scratches incurred during enjoyable rides—or an engraved
halter cheek-piece plate are also ideal options.
Supplies:
• Item to frame
• Burlap fabric (Purchase separately and wrap around a sturdy piece of cardboard, securing it to the back with a
hot glue or other adhesive. Pre-wrapped burlap panels from craft store also work well.)
• Frame (Recycled or vintage frames add a vintage touch, but you can also use inexpensive faux-wood frames. Or,
if you happen to have a few braided reins, you can create a custom equestrian-themed frame.)
• Heavy-duty glue
• Cotton swabs
• Clear-coat varnish
• Utility knife
Bit prep: Use a toothbrush or scouring pad to thoroughly clean bit with water and vinegar solution. If you dig
the distressed look, leave as is.
Horseshoe prep: To remove rust, mix a bucket of hot water with powdered citric acid (about 1/3 cup per gallon of water) and soak shoe until you see results (it can take anywhere from a few hours to a full day). Allow shoe to
dry completely and apply a clear-coat varnish to prevent it from rusting again.
Cheek-piece prep: Using a utility knife, cut cheek piece and engraved plate from halter, keeping both the Oring and square hardware piece attached.
Create: Remove glass from frame and replace existing foundation mat with pre-wrapped burlap panel or burlapwrapped cardboard. (Or, glue braided rein pieces at edges of burlap to construct a frame.) You can center your item
within the frame—or some bits make interesting displays when folded or bent. Once content with your placement,
dab a cotton swab in water to mark where the metal—or leather—touches the burlap. Place small dots of glue on
wetted areas and attach your item.
Tips: Pair your item with a variety of frames to determine what look speaks to you. Your frame should complement your tack display but not overpower it.
When gluing snaffle bits, work from the middle joint outward to the cheekpiece joint and rings to ensure it lies flat.
You can paint or add antique finishes to horseshoes to complement a variety of color palettes and design themes.
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